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Using further arithmeti identities, we an also easily eliminate the multipliationby 1. On the other hand, if only the argument x were known, we ould not simplifymuh: the speialized program would in general still need to ontain a reursivede�nition and a onditional test { in addition to the multipliation. (Note that,even when x is 0 or 1, the funtion as de�ned should still diverge for negativevalues of n.)To failitate automation of the task, partial evaluation is often expressed as atwo-phase proess, usually referred to as o�-line PE [14℄:1. A binding-time annotation phase, whih identi�es all the operations that anbe performed using just the stati input. This an be done either mehaniallyby a binding-time analysis (often based on abstrat interpretation), or { if theintended usage of the program is lear and the annotations are suÆientlyintuitive and non-intrusive { as part of the original program.2. A speialization phase, whih takes the annotated program and the statiinput, and produes a simpli�ed ps, in whih all the operations marked asstati have been eliminated.The annotations must of ourse be onsistent, i.e., a subomputation in theprogram annot be lassi�ed as stati if its result an not neessarily be foundfrom only the stati input. But they may be onservative by lassifying someomputations as dynami even if they ould in fat be performed at speializationtime. Tehniques for aurate binding-time analysis have been studied extensively[14℄. In the following we will therefore limit our attention to the seond phase,i.e., to eÆiently speializing programs that are already binding-time separated.A partiularly simple way of phrasing speialization is as a general-purposesimpli�ation of the trivially speialized program �d:p(s; d): ontrating �-redexesand eliminating stati operations as their inputs beome known. What makesthis approah attrative is the tehnique of \redution-free normalization" or\normalization by evaluation", already known from logi and ategory theory [2, 3,7℄. A few hallenges arise, however, with extending these results to a programming-language setting. Most notably:{ Interpreted base types and their assoiated stati operations. These need tobe properly aounted for, in addition to the �-redution.{ Unrestrited reursion. This prevents a diret appliation of the usual strong-normalization results. That is, not every well-typed term even has a normalform; and not every redution strategy will �nd it when it does exist.{ Call-by-value languages, and e�ets other than non-termination. In suh a set-ting, the usual ��-onversions are atually unsound: unrestrited rearrange-ment of side e�ets may ompletely hange the meaning of a program.We will treat the �rst two onerns in detail. The all-by-value ase uses the samepriniples, but for spae reasons we will only briey outline the neessary hanges.The paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 introdues our programming lan-guage, the notion of a binding-time separated signature, and our desiderata fora partial evaluator; Setion 3 presents the type-direted partial evaluation algo-rithm; and Setion 4 shows its orretness with respet to the riteria in Setion 2.2



Finally, Setion 5 presents a few variations and extensions, and Setion 6 onludesand outlines diretions for further researh.2 A Small Language2.1 The framework and one-level languageOur prototypial funtional language has the following syntax of types and terms:� ::= b j �1 ! �2E ::= l j �1;:::;�n j x j �x�:E j E1E2Here b ranges over a set of base types listed in some signature �, l over a set�(b) of literals (numerals, truth values, et.) for eah base type b, and  overa set of (possibly polymorphi) funtion onstants in �. Adding �nite-produttypes would be ompletely straightforward throughout the paper, but we omitthis extension for oniseness.A typing ontext � is a �nite mapping of variable names to well-formed typesover �. The typing rules for terms are then standard:l 2 �(b)� `� l : b �(�1;:::;�n) = �� `� �1;:::;�n : � � (x) = �� `� x : ��; x:�1 `� E : �2� `� �x�1:E : �1 ! �2 � `� E1 : �1 ! �2 � `� E2 : �1� `� E1E2 : �2An interpretation of a signature � is a triple I = (B;L; C). B maps every basetype b in � to a predomain (i.e., a bottomless po, usually disretely ordered).Then we an interpret every type phrase � over � as a domain (pointed po):[[b℄℄B = B(b)?[[�1 ! �2℄℄B = [[�1℄℄B! [[�2℄℄Bwhere the interpretation of an arrow type is the full ontinuous funtion spae.We also de�ne the meaning of a typing assignment � as a labelled produt of thedomains interpreting the types of individual variables,[[� ℄℄B =Yx2dom� [[� (x)℄℄B :Further, for any base type b and literal l 2 �(b), the interpretation mustspeify an element Lb(l) 2 B(b); and for every type instane of a polymorphionstant, an element C(�1;:::;�n) 2 [[�(�1;:::;�n)℄℄B. Then we interpret a well-typed term � `� E : � as a (total) ontinuous funtion [[E℄℄I : [[� ℄℄B! [[�℄℄B,[[l℄℄I� = val? Lb(l)[[�1;:::;�n ℄℄I� = C(�1;:::;�n)[[x℄℄I� = �x[[�x�:E℄℄I� = �a[[�℄℄B: [[E℄℄I(�[x 7! a℄)[[E1E2℄℄I� = [[E1℄℄I�([[E2℄℄I�)3



(We use the following notation: val? x and let? y( x in f y are lifting-injetionand the strit extension of f , respetively; b!x [℄y hooses between x and y basedon the truth value b.)When `� E : b is a losed term of base type, we de�ne the partial funtionEvalI by EvalI(E) = n if [[E℄℄I; = val? n and unde�ned otherwise.De�nition 1 (standard stati language). We de�ne a simple funtional lan-guage (essentially PCF [17℄) by taking the signature �s as follows. The basetypes are int and bool; the literals, �(int) = f: : : ; -1; 0; 1; 2; : : : g and �(bool) =ftrue; falseg; and the onstants,+;�;� : int! int! int=; < : int! int! bool if� : bool! �! �! ��x� : (�! �)! �(We write the binary operations in�xed for readability.) The interpretation of thissignature is also as expeted:Bs(bool) = B = ftt;� gBs(int) = Z = f: : : ;�1; 0; 1; 2; : : : gCs(?) = �xZ?:�yZ?: let? n( x in let? m( y in val?m ? n ?2f+;�;�;=;<gCs(if�) = �xB?:�a[[�℄℄1 :�a[[�℄℄2 : let? b( x in b! a1 [℄ a2Cs(�x�) = �f [[�℄℄![[�℄℄:Gi2! f i?[[�℄℄It is well known (omputational adequay of the denotational semantis forall-by-name evaluation [17℄) that with this interpretation, EvalIs is omputable.2.2 The binding-time separated languageAssume now that the signature � is partitioned aording to binding times, � =�s; �d. We will write type and term onstants from the stati part overlined, andthe dynami ones underlined. For simpliity, we require that the dynami basetypes do not ome with any new literals, i.e., �(b) = ;. (If needed, they an beadded as dynami onstants.) However, some base types will be persistent, i.e.,have both stati and dynami versions with the same intended meaning. In thatase, we also inlude lifting funtions $b : b! b in the dynami signature.We say that a type � is fully dynami if it is onstruted from dynami basetypes only, � ::= b j �1 ! �2We also reserve � for typing assumptions assigning fully dynami types to allvariables. All term onstants in �d must have fully dynami types, and in par-tiular, polymorphi dynami onstants must only be instantiated by dynamitypes, e.g., �d(if� ) = bool! � ! � ! � .We will always take the language from De�nition 1 with the standard semantisIs as the stati part. The dynami signature typially also has some intended4



evaluating interpretation Ied; in partiular, when �d is merely a opy of �s, wean use Is diretly for Ied (interpreting all lifting funtions as identities). Later,however, we will also introdue a \ode-generating", residualizing interpretation.Example 1. Here are the four di�erent binding-time annotations for the funtionpower : int! int! int (abbreviating int as �):power ss : �! �! � = �x�:�x�!� (�p�!�:�n�: if� (n= 0) 1 (x� p(n� 1)))power sd : �! �! � = �x�:�x�!� (�p�!�:�n�: if� (n= $ 0)($ 1)($x� p(n� $ 1)))powerds : �! �! � = �x�:�x�!� (�p�!�:�n�: if� (n= 0)($ 1)(x� p(n� 1)))powerdd : �! �! � = �x�:�x�!� (�p�!�:�n�: if� (n= $ 0)($ 1)(x� p(n� $ 1)))Note how the �xed-point and onditional operators are lassi�ed as stati ordynami, depending on the binding time of the seond argument.2.3 Stati normal forms and PEDe�nition 2 (stati normal forms). Among the well-typed, purely dynamiterms � `�d E : � , we distinguish those in normal and atomi form:� `at E : b� `nf E : b �; x: �1 `nf E : �2� `nf �x�1:E : �1 ! �2 x62dom�l 2 �(b)� `at $b l : b �d(�1;:::;�n) = �� `at �1;:::;�n : � �(x) = �� `at x : �� `at E1 : �1 ! �2 � `nf E2 : �1� `at E1E2 : �2In partiular, suh terms ontain no stati onstants nor �-redexes. (Inidentally,this also means that if we had inluded polymorphi lets in the soure language,they would simply get unfolded in the resulting normal forms.)We an now de�ne a notion of normalization based on (undireted) equality,rather than on (direted) redution [3℄. Sine lambda-abstrating a dynami-typeterm over a dynami-type variable still yields a dynami term, it suÆes to beable to ompute normal forms of losed terms:De�nition 3 (stati equivalene and normalization). Let Is be an inter-pretation of �s. We say that two terms `�s;�d E : � and `�s;�d E0 : � arestatially equivalent wrt. Is, written E =Is E0, if for all Id interpreting �d,[[E℄℄Is;Id = [[E0℄℄Is;Id . A stati-normalization funtion is then a omputable partialfuntion NF on well-typed terms suh that1. If `�s;�d E : � and NF (E) = ~E then `nf�d ~E : � and ~E =Is E.2. If also `�s;�d E0 : � and E0 =Is E then NF (E0) � NF (E) (�-equivalene).We further say that suh a normalization funtion is omplete if whenever an ~Esatisfying the onditions in (1) exists, NF (E) is de�ned.5



Example 2. One an hek that a omplete stati-normalization funtion NF forour language must have the following properties:NF ($ (powerss 3 4)) � $ 81NF (�xint:powerdsx 3) � �xint:x� (x� (x � $ 1))NF (�xint:powerds x -2) unde�nedNote �rst that ordinary evaluation is just a speial ase of stati normaliza-tion. The seond example shows how stati normalization ahieves the partial-evaluation goal of the introdution. Finally, some terms have no stati normalform at all; in that ase, the normalization funtion must diverge.There are two basi ways to ompute normal forms. The usual one is basedon term rewriting, repeatedly loating and ontrating �-redexes and applia-tions of stati onstants (and possibly �-expanding the �nal result). But there isan alternative tehnique, normalization by evaluation, whih utilizes the existingmehanism of omplete-program evaluation (de�ned only for losed terms of basetype) as the normalization engine for general terms. This is the subjet of thenext setion.3 A Normalization-by-Evaluation AlgorithmWe now present Type-Direted Partial Evaluation (TDPE), an eÆient algorithmfor omputing stati normal forms.3.1 Representing programs as dataTo ompute normal forms, we need a way of representing them as program out-puts. Assume therefore that we have base pos rih enough to ontain uniquerepresentations of all well-formed dynami types, variable names, and (open)stati-normal form terms, i.e., sets T , V , and � with injetive operationsBASE b : TARR : T � T ! TLIT b : Bs(b)! � CST : V � T �! �VAR : V ! �LAM : V � T � �! �APP : �� �! �(where T � is the set of �nite lists of elements from T ). Using these, we an de�neinjetive representation funtions for types and terms, suh that p�q 2 T for anydynami type � , and pEq 2 � for � `nf�d E : � , by equations suh asp�1! �2q = ARR(p�1q; p�2q) p�x�:Eq = LAM (x; p�q; pEq) p$b lq = LIT b(Lb(l))We do not need to require a priori that all elements of T and � represent well-formed types and terms (although this is easy to ahieve), let alone well-typedones, or ones in normal form. For example, we ould simply take all of T , V ,6



and � as the type of �nite harater strings. Or, even more radially, G�odel-odeeverything in terms of integer arithmeti only.To aount for potentially diverging normalizations, we must now turn theset of term representations into a pointed po. To also model the generation of\new" variable names, however, we will not work with elements of �? diretly,but instead introdue a term-family representation,�̂ = N ! �?where N � N . The intent is that for e 2 �̂ and i 2 N, if ei = val? pEq then allbound variables of E will belong to the set fgi; gi+1; : : : g � V .We also de�ne wrapper funtions to onveniently build representations oflambda-terms without ommitting to partiular hoies of bound-variable names:dLITb : Bs(b)! �̂ = �n: �i:val? LITb(n)[CST : V � T �! �̂ = �(; t): �i:val? CST(; t)[VAR : V ! �̂ = �v: �i:val?VAR(v)\LAM : T � (V ! �̂)! �̂ = �(t; "): �i: let? l( "gi (i+ 1) in val? LAM (gi; t; l)[APP : �̂� �̂! �̂ =�(e1; e2): �i: let? l1 ( e1 i in let? l2 ( e2 i in val?APP(l1; l2)(These de�nitions would not be needed in a setting with support for higher-orderabstrat syntax. But one of our goals is to show rigorously that all the variable-name manipulations an be done eÆiently by the normalization algorithm itself,without relying on higher-level operations suh as apture-avoiding substitutionor higher-order mathing.)Example 3. Let t = ARR(BASE int;BASE int). Then\LAM (t; �vV:[APP ([VAR v; dLITint 3))7 = val? LAM (g7; t;APP(VAR(g7);LITint(3)))= val? p�gint!int7 :g7 ($ 3)qThat is, we an apply an element of �̂ onstruted using the wrapper funtionsto a starting index and obtain the representation of a onrete lambda-term.3.2 The residualizing interpretationWe now de�ne a non-standard interpretation Ird = (Brd; ;; Crd) of the dynamisignature �d, based on representations of syntati program fragments and oper-ations onstruting suh representations. We will abbreviate [[�℄℄Is;Ird as [[�℄℄r. Forthe interpretation of �d's types, we takeBrd(b) = �̂ :This allows us to de�ne for any dynami � a pair of ontinuous funtions, oftenalled rei�ation, #� : [[� ℄℄r ! �̂, and reetion, "� : �̂! [[� ℄℄r, as follows:#b = �t�̂: t #�1!�2 = �f [[�1℄℄r![[�2℄℄r:\LAM (p�1q; �vV:#�2 (f ("�1 ([VARv))))"b = �e�̂:e "�1!�2 = �e�̂:�a[[�1℄℄r:"�2 ([APP (e; #�1 a))7



Informally, rei�ation onstruts a syntati representation of a \well-behaved"semanti value, while reetion onstruts suh values from piees of syntax. Forthe residualizing interpretations of �d's term onstants we now takeCrd(�1;:::;�n) = "�d(�1;:::;�n ) ([CST (; [p�1q; : : : ; p�nq℄))Crd($b ) = �xBs(b)?: let? n( x in dLITbnThat is, a general dynami onstant is simply interpreted as the reetion of itstype-annotated name, while a lifting funtion fores evaluation of its argumentand onstruts a representation of the literal result. (It is this foring of statisubomputations that may ause the whole speialization proess to diverge.)Example 4. Applying the rei�ation funtion to the residualizing meaning of aterm not in stati normal form, we obtain:#(int!int)!int ([[(�xint:�f int!int: f ($int (x+ 1))) 2℄℄r ;)= #(int!int)!int ([[�f:f ($int (x+ 1))℄℄r (;[x 7! [[2℄℄r ;℄))= #(int!int)!int (�'�̂!�̂: [[f ($int (x+ 1))℄℄r (;[x 7! val? 2; f 7! '℄))= #(int!int)!int (�':'(Crd($int)(Cs(+)(val? 2)(val? 1))))= #(int!int)!int (�':'(Crd($int)(val? 3))) = #(int!int)!int (�':'(dLITint 3))=\LAM (pint! intq; �vV:#int�(�':'(dLITint 3))("int!int ([VARv))�)=\LAM (ARR(BASE int;BASE int); �vV:[APP ([VARv)(dLITint 3))And applying this value to 7 as the �rst bound-variable index gives us preiselythe normal-form term from Example 3 at the end of the previous setion.3.3 The algorithmSo far, we have looked at a semanti property: from the interpretation of a lambda-term in a non-standard denotational semantis of the dynami signature, we anapparently reover that term's normal form. But this semanti result also formsthe basis of an eminently pratial normalization algorithm, obtained by pullingbak the omponents of the residualizing semantis to the level of program syntax.We say that a realization � of a signature � in a programming language givenby �pl is a substitution assigning to every type onstant of �, a type over �pl,and to every term onstant of �, a �pl-term. (For simpliity, we assume that theliterals of �'s base types are also literals of the orresponding �pl-types.)Suppose now that �s � �pl, Ipl agrees with Is, and �pl also has some dis-tinguished base types typ and exp with Bpl(typ) = T and Bpl(exp) = �, as wellas the assoiated (strit) onstrutor onstants. Note that [[int! exp℄℄ = �̂ (withN = Z?). Then we an realize the base types of (�s; �d) in �pl by�r(b) = b �r(b) = int! expso that [[�f�rg℄℄Bpl = [[�℄℄r. Further, for any � , we an de�ne losed �pl-terms,name� : typ reify� : �f�rg! int! exp reet� : (int! exp)! �f�rg8



suh that [[name� ℄℄Ipl; = val? p�q, [[reify� ℄℄Ipl; = #� , and [[reet� ℄℄Ipl; = "� . Andusing those, we an de�ne realizations of the term onstants from (�s; �d):�r(�1;:::;�n) = �1f�rg;:::;�nf�rg�r(�1;:::;�n) = reet�d(�1;:::;�n ) (�i:CST(; [name�1 ; : : : ; name�n ℄))�r($b) = �n:�i:LITbn (given Cpl(LITb) = �x: let? n( x in val? LITb(n))so that [[Ef�rg℄℄Ipl = [[E℄℄r. Note in partiular that the realizations of stati basetypes and onstants are exatly the orresponding onstruts from the program-ming language. This means that we an even use the usual syntati sugar (suhas letre for appliations of �x) in the stati parts of programs to be speialized.We an use this realization to express our normalization algorithm:De�nition 4 (TDPE). For any dynami type � , we de�ne the partial funtionTDPE � : fE j `�s;�d E : �g* fE j `nf�d E : �g byTDPE � (E) = ~E if EvalIpl�reify� Ef�rg 0� = p~Eq :This TDPE is learly omputable; we will show in Setion 4 that it is indeed aomplete stati-normalization funtion.Note that we an view TDPE an instane of \ogen-based speialization" [13℄,in whih a \ompiler generator" is used to syntatially transform a (binding-timeannotated) program ` p : S�D!R into its generating extension ` py : S! exp,with the property that for any s : S, Eval (py s) = ppsq. That is, we e�etively takepy = �sS: reifyD!R (�dD:pf�rg(s; d))0 :TDPE shares the general high eÆieny of ogen-based PE [12℄. Formulatingthe task in terms of stati normalization over a binding-time separated signature,however, permits a very preise yet onise syntati haraterization of the spe-ialized program ps. Also, unlike traditional ogens, TDPE does not require anybinding-time annotation of lambdas and appliations in the soure program.As a further advantage, the signatures and realizations an be very onve-niently expressed in terms of parameterized modules in a Standard ML-stylemodule system. The program to be speialized is simply written as the bodyof a funtor parameterized by the signature of dynami operations. The funtoran then be applied to either an evaluating (�e) or a residualizing (�r) struture.That is, the ogen pass does not even require an expliit syntati traversal of theprogram, making it possible to enrih the stati fragment of the language (e.g.,with pattern mathing) without any modi�ation to the partial evaluator itself.It is also worth noting that the � -indexed families above an be straightfor-wardly de�ned even in ML's type system: onsider the type abbreviationtdpe(�) � typ� (�! int! exp)� ((int! exp)! �) :Then for any dynami type � , we an onstrut a term of type tdpe(�f�rg) whosevalue is the triple (name� ; reify� ; reet� ). We do this by de�ning one and for alltwo ML-typable termsbase : tdpe(int! exp) arrow : 8�; �: tdpe(�) � tdpe(�)! tdpe(�! �) ;9



with whih we an then systematially onstrut the required value. The tehniqueis explained in more detail elsewhere [18℄.Finally, the dynami polymorphi onstants (e.g., �x) now take expliit repre-sentations of the types at whih they are being instantiated as extra arguments. Inthe evaluating realization, these extra arguments are ignored; but the residualiz-ing realization uses them to onstrut the name-reet-reify triple for �(�1;:::;�n)given orresponding triples for �1; : : : ; �n.3.4 AppliationsDespite its apparent simpliity, TDPE has been suessfully used for several non-trivial examples; see Danvy's tutorial for an overview [6℄. Many of these atuallyuse the slightly more ompliated all-by-value version [4℄ (see Setion 5.4). Be-ause it exploits the highly-optimized evaluation mehanism of a funtional lan-guage, suh a partial evaluator is typially muh faster than one representing andmanipulating the soure program as an expliit value.Let us just mention here that in addition to stand-alone, soure-to-soure PE,the TDPE framework an be partiularly naturally employed as a \semanti bak-end" for exeutable language spei�ations. That is, if we expliitly parameterizesuh a spei�ation by the signature of runtime operations (inluding ondition-als, �xed points, et.), we an instantiate this signature with either the runtimerealization, yielding an interpreter, or with the residualizing signature, yielding aompiler [8, 11℄. Amusingly, the speializer does not even need the atual text ofthe spei�ation, only its representation as an already ompiled module.4 Showing CorretnessIn this setion, we sketh a orretness proof for the TDPE algorithm, i.e., thatit omputes stati normal forms when they exist. For the ase without stati on-stants, essentially the same algorithm an atually be extrated diretly from thestandard (syntati) proof of strong normalization for the simply typed lambda-alulus [1℄; but it is not lear if this approah an be extended to a riherprogramming-language setting.Instead, our proof uses the tehnique of semanti logial relations, struturedsimilarly to Gomard and Jones's proof of Lambda-mix [14, 8.8℄, but aountingmore rigorously for potential divergene and for the generation of \fresh" variablenames. It also admits a riher type struture for the dynami language. (We anstill treat the untyped variant as a speial ase; see Setion 5.1.)4.1 Properties of the term-family representationLet some evaluating dynami interpretation Ied of �d be given. We abbreviate[[�℄℄Is;Ied as [[�℄℄e (and [[�℄℄Is;Ird as [[�℄℄r as before).10



De�nition 5 (partial meaning relation, �). For any �, let℄� = max(fi+ 1 j gi 2 dom�g [ f0g)(so if i � ℄� then gi 62 dom�). Then for any �, � , s 2 fnf; atg (as used inDe�nition 2), Æ 2 [[�℄℄Ied , e 2 �̂, and a 2 [[� ℄℄Ied , we de�ne a relation bye�� Æ �s� a() 8i � ℄�: ei = ?_ 9E: ei = val? pEq ^� `s�d E : � ^ [[E℄℄IedÆ = aThis roughly expresses that \[[e℄℄Æ = a", but taking into aount variable renam-ing, partiality, and simpli�ation: for all suÆiently large starting indies i, if e ionverges, it must represent a normal-form term with the right meaning. We hekthat this relation is semantially well behaved:De�nition 6 (admissibility). We say that a relation R � A� A0 between twopointed pos is admissible (or inlusive) if it is hain-omplete (i.e., for all hains(ai)i and (a0i)i, if 8i: (ai; a0i) 2 R then also (Fi ai;Fi a0i) 2 R) and pointed (i.e.,(?A;?A0) 2 R).Lemma 1 (� is admissible). For any �, Æ 2 [[�℄℄Ied , � , and s 2 fnf ; atg, therelation f(e; a) j e�� Æ �s� ag is admissible.Proof. Straightforward, noting that admissible relations are losed under arbi-trary intersetion, and that any hain in �? is eventually onstant. utAlthough the output of TDPE is a losed program, we still need to aount forthe typing and meaning of open program fragments as they are being onstrutedand put into ontext:De�nition 7 (Kripke struture). A world is a pair (�; Æ) where Æ 2 [[�℄℄Ied .Suh worlds are partially ordered by(�0; Æ0) � (�; Æ)() 8x 2 dom�:�0(x) = �(x) ^ Æ0x = ÆxLemma 2 (� is Kripke). If e �� Æ �s� a and (�0; Æ0) � (�; Æ), then alsoe��0 Æ0 �s� a.Proof. Follows easily from standard weakening properties of the typing relation(if � ` E : � then �0 ` E : �) and denotational semantis ([[E℄℄Æ0 = [[E℄℄Æ). utLemma 3 (meanings of term families). The wrapper funtions have the fol-lowing properties:1. If �(v) = � then[VARv �� Æ �at� Æ v.2. If n 2 Bs(b) then dLITbn�� Æ �atb val? n3. [CST (; [p�1q; : : : ; p�nq℄) �� Æ �at�d(�1;:::;�n ) Ced(�1;:::;�n)4. If for all v 62 dom� and a 2 [[�1℄℄Ied , "v ��;v:�1 Æ[v 7! a℄ �nf�2 f athen\LAM (p�1q; ") �� Æ �nf�1!�2 f .5. If e1 �� Æ �at�1!�2 f and e2 �� Æ �nf�1 a then[APP (e1; e2) �� Æ �at�2 f aProof. Straightforward veri�ation in all ases. (For ase 4, we exploit the fatthat [[�1℄℄Ied is always non-empty; this shortut an be avoided by using a slightlymore ompliated world struture throughout the proof.) ut11



4.2 Soundness of TDPEWe prove soundness by formally relating the standard and the residualizing in-terpretations of types and terms.De�nition 8 (logial relation, ��). For any type � and world (�; Æ), we de�nea relation a�� Æ �� a0, where a 2 [[�℄℄r and a0 2 [[�℄℄e by:n�� Æ �b n0 () n = n0e�� Æ �b n0 () e�� Æ �nfb n0f �� Æ ��1!�2 f 0 () 8(�0; Æ0) � (�; Æ):8a; a0: a��0 Æ0 ��1 a0 ) f a��0 Æ0 ��2 f 0a0We �rst hek the standard requirements:Lemma 4 (�� is admissible). For any �, the relation f(a; a0) j a�� Æ �� a0gis admissible.Proof. Simple indution on �. For b, use admissibility of � (Lemma 1). utLemma 5 (�� is Kripke). If e �� Æ �� a and (�0; Æ0) � (�; Æ), then alsoe��0 Æ0 �� a.Proof. This is a standard result about Kripke logial relations; the proof is by asimple indution on �, using Lemma 2 for the base ase � = b. utWe obtain our main orretness result from two lemmas:Lemma 6 (soundness, type part). For any dynami type � ,1. If a�� Æ �� a0 then #� a�� Æ �nf� a0.2. If e�� Æ �at� a0 then "� e�� Æ �� a0.Proof. Straightforward indution on � , using the properties of the wrapper fun-tions from Lemma 3. utLemma 7 (soundness, term part). Let (�; Æ) be a world, and let � 2 [[� ℄℄r and�0 2 [[� ℄℄e. Then for any well-typed term � `�s;�d E : �, if 8x 2 dom�: �x ��Æ �� (x) �0x then [[E℄℄r ��� Æ �� [[E℄℄e �0.Proof. This is the usual Kripke logial relations lemma, proved by straightforwardindution on E. The only non-standard ase is that of E = �1;:::;�n, for whihwe need Lemma 6(2). For E = �x� , we use �xed-point indution, i.e., Lemma 4together with the hain-based onstrution of Cs(�x�) in De�nition 1. utTheorem 1 (soundness). TDPE is a stati-normalization funtion.Proof. Observe �rst that TDPE� (E) = ~E i� #� ([[E℄℄r ;)0 = val? p~Eq. Now, byLemma 7, sine empty environments are vauously related, [[E℄℄r ;� ; �� [[E℄℄e ;:And thus by Lemma 6(1), #� ([[E℄℄r ;) � ; �nf� [[E℄℄e ;, whih, by the de�nitions of�� and ℄, gives us preisely that `nf�d ~E : � and [[ ~E℄℄Ied = [[E℄℄Is;Ied .For the seond part, if E0 =Is E then in partiular [[E0℄℄r = [[E℄℄r. And thus bythe observation above, we must have TDPE � (E0) = TDPE � (E). ut12



4.3 Completeness of TDPETo supplement the above partial-orretness result, we an also show that if a suit-able ~E exists, the algorithm will atually �nd it. This proof uses a muh simplerlogial-relation argument, apturing the intuition that the algorithm neessarilyonverges when applied to a term ontaining no stati onstants:De�nition 9 (totality prediate). For any dynami type � , we de�ne a pred-iate T� � [[� ℄℄Ird byTb = fe 2 �̂ j 8i: ei 6= ?gT�1!�2 = ff 2 [[�1℄℄Ird ! [[�2℄℄Ird j 8a 2 T�1 : fa 2 T�2gAs before, we then obtain the result from two main lemmas:Lemma 8 (ompleteness, type part). For any dynami type � ,1. If a 2 T� then for all i � 0, #� a i 6= ?.2. If for all i � 0, ei 6= ? then "� e 2 T� .Proof. Straightforward indution on � , by inspetion of the de�nitions of thewrapper funtions. utLemma 9 (ompleteness, term part). Let Æ 2 [[�℄℄Ird . Then for any well-typedterm � `�d E : � , if 8x 2 dom�: Æx 2 T�(x) then [[E℄℄IrdÆ 2 T� .Proof. Standard indution on E, using Lemma 8(2) for dynami onstants. utTheorem 2 (ompleteness). TDPE is a omplete stati-normalization fun-tion.Proof. Suppose `�s;�d E : � has the stati normal form `�d ~E : � . Then inpartiular [[E℄℄r = [[E℄℄Is;Ird = [[ ~E℄℄Ird . By Lemma 9, [[ ~E℄℄Ird; 2 T� , and thus byLemma 8(1), #� ([[E℄℄r ;)0 = #� ([[ ~E℄℄Ird ;)0 6= ?, so TDPE � (E) is de�ned. ut5 Variations and Extensions5.1 Lambda-mixWe an use the previous results to show orretness of partial evaluation forlanguages like the one used for Lambda-mix [14, 8.8℄. Here, the dynami languageis untyped. Or, more preisely, it has a single type d of dynami values, andoperators: �; x: d ` E : d� ` �x:E : d � ` E1 : d � ` E2 : d� ` E1 �E2 : dTomodel this in our typed framework, we let the dynami signature�d ontainthe single base type d, and onstants � : (d! d)! d and  : d! d! d. We anthen treat dynami lambda-abstration and appliation as abbreviations:�x:E � � (�xd:E) and E1 �E2 �  E1E213



In the evaluating dynami semantis Ied of �d, the type onstant d is inter-preted as a solution to the domain equationD �= (D!D)� Z? �B? ;and � and  as the evident embedding and projetion funtions for the �rstsummand. In the residualizing interpretation Ird, on the other hand, d is thedomain of syntati term families, and the onstants are reeted aording totheir types, as usual. In partiular, reifyd is simply the identity.The soundness result for TDPE then gives us that if `�s;�d E : d andEvalIs;Ird(E) = p~Eq then `nf�d ~E : d and EvalIed( ~E) = EvalIs;Ied(E). With a littlemore work we also obtain a similar statement for non-losed terms.Note �nally that normalizing a term of type d a priori yields a simply-typedterm over �d, rather than an untyped one. In a stati normal form, however, anyourrene of the onstant � will be applied to a syntati lambda-abstration, and will be applied to two arguments. Thus, the output of the partial evaluator analways be diretly expressed in terms of the underlined abstration and appliationoperators.5.2 Gensym-like name generationThe term-family representation from Setion 3.1 onstruts terms in whih thenames of bound variables are derived from the number of enlosing lambdas;this onvention is sometimes known as de Bruijn levels (not to be onfused withde Bruijn indies). Although this is probably the simplest hoie in a purelyfuntional setting, there is nothing anonial about it. To more preisely apturethe informal onept of newly-generated \fresh" variable names, we ould insteadtake:�̂ = N ! (��N )?[VAR = �v:�i:val? (VAR(v); i)\LAM = �(t; "):�i: let? (l; i0)( "gi (i+ 1) in val? (LAM (gi; t; l); i0)[APP = �(e1; e2):�i: let? (l1; i0)( e1 i in let? (l2; i00)( e2 i0 in val? (APP(l1; l2); i00)(with analogous extensions for onstants and literals). This sheme generatesterms in whih all bound-variable names are distint. Then, after hanging theonditional meaning relation to read:e�� Æ �s� a()8i � ℄�: ei = ?_ 9E; i0 � i: ei = val? (pEq; i0) ^� `s�d E : � ^ [[E℄℄Æ = a:we an hek that Lemma 3 still holds, and therefore all the remaining onstru-tions and proofs go through without further modi�ations.14



5.3 On-line type-direted partial evaluationAlthough TDPE generally works on binding-time separated signatures, it is a-tually possible to give an on-line formulation, in whih it is not neessary toexpliitly annotate all base types and operations. Coneptually, we instead takeBrd(b) = N ! (Bs(b) + �)?. (In pratie, when � is a onveniently inspetabletype, it suÆes to take Brd(b) = �̂ and expliitly reognize �-values that representliterals.) The arithmeti operators then produe a stati result if if both argu-ments are stati, and dynami otherwise, possibly oering one argument in theproess. A similar extension works for onditionals.This sheme enables \opportunisti" simpli�ations, in ases where an operandis sometimes, but not always, statially known (or where a stati analysis annotprove that it is known). Note, however, that we must still annotate ourrenesof �x as stati or dynami, or otherwise prevent fruitless in�nite expansion of areursive funtion. For example, it is often possible to expliitly identify a par-tiular funtion parameter as the one ontrolling the reursion, and only unfoldalls in whih that argument is a literal [5℄.Of ourse, the prie of these potential improvements is that the amount ofsimpli�ation is less preditable: the output will still be in long ��-normal form,but it is no longer evident from the original program whih operations will beperformed statially, and whih ones must remain in the speialized program.5.4 Call-by-value and e�etsFor pratial appliations, a all-by-value variant of TDPE is usually preferable,and indeed the tehnique was �rst presented in this setting [4℄. Let us brieysketh the neessary hanges from the all-by-name ase here.To give a denotational semantis of an ML-like language, we onsider an inter-pretation I to also expliitly inlude amonad for modeling e�etful omputations.We usually want to be able to use any monad in the evaluating interpretation;thus the notion of stati equality must be safe for any dynami e�et. That is, in-stead of omputing normal forms based on the strong ��-lambda-alulus, we nowneed a normalization-by-evaluation algorithm for Moggi's omputational lambda-alulus � [15℄.Fortunately, muh as a single residualizing interpretation of dynami typeand term onstants suÆes to ompute all-by-name stati normal forms soundfor any dynami interpretation, it turns out that a single \maximally general"residualizing interpretation of e�ets an be used to ompute all-by-value normalforms suitable for any dynami monad.A partiularly natural suh residualizing monad is that of ontinuations withanswer type �̂, whih an be straightforwardly related to any dynami monad forthe purpose of the logial relation in Setion 4.2. Moreover, we an still onstrutthe orresponding residualizing realization �r, as long as our programming lan-guage ontains Sheme-style �rst-lass ontinuations and state [10℄. Inidentally,this onstrution also allows disjoint-union types (sums) to be naturally added15



to the language. The details are still under investigation, however, and will bereported in a forthoming paper.6 Conlusions and Future WorkWe have given an aount of type-direted partial evaluation that separates thespei�ation of the problem (omputation of stati normal forms) from its im-plementation (normalization by evaluation); in previous work these tended to beintertwined. We also presented a orretness proof for the implementation, usinglogial relations over a simple denotational model of the binding-time separatedlanguage. To keep the details manageable, we restrited our sope to a purelyfuntional language; but both the algorithm and the proof tehniques extend toall-by-value languages with e�ets as well.Future work falls in two lasses. First, there are a number of natural exten-sions to the framework and results in essentially the form they are presented here.In addition to the diretions already mentioned in Setion 5, one an also on-sider polyvariant speialization, run-time ode generation, and other lassial PEonepts in the ontext of TDPE.Seond, it would be interesting to investigate how TDPE relates to more gen-eral work on linguisti support for staged omputation, espeially reent develop-ments based on modal logis [9, 16℄. For example, it might be possible to generalizethe notion of stati normalization to suh settings, and onsider normalization-by-evaluation algorithms for type systems more expressive than simple types.AknowledgmentsI want to thank Olivier Danvy for many deep and fruitful disussions aboutTDPE. I am also grateful to Daniel Damian, Bernd Grobauer, Zhe Yang, andthe PPDP'99 reviewers for their areful reading and insightful omments on var-ious drafts of this manusript.Referenes1. Ulrih Berger. Program extration from normalization proofs. In M. Bezem andJ. F. Groote, editors, Typed Lambda Caluli and Appliations, number 664 in LetureNotes in Computer Siene, pages 91{106, Utreht, The Netherlands, Marh 1993.2. Ulrih Berger and Helmut Shwihtenberg. An inverse of the evaluation funtionalfor typed �-alulus. In Proeedings of the Sixth Annual IEEE Symposium on Logiin Computer Siene, pages 203{211, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, July 1991.3. Thierry Coquand and Peter Dybjer. Intuitionisti model onstrutions and normal-ization proofs. Mathematial Strutures in Computer Siene, 7:75{94, 1997.4. Olivier Danvy. Type-direted partial evaluation. In 23rd ACM Symposium on Prin-iples of Programming Languages, pages 242{257, St. Petersburg Beah, Florida,January 1996. 16
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